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Linda Ridgway 

Linda Ridgway and I are sitting in 
the studio behind her East Dallas home. 
We're looking at a work-in-progress called 
Party Line. It consists, by my rough esti
mation, of a J?aper chain well over one 
hundred feet long assembled from the 
cut pages of her 1966 edition of Janson's 
History of Art. To make the chain as 
strong as possible, Ridgway has diJ?ped 
each linl< in a wax that slightly darl<ens 
the paper but leaves the type readable. 
She has found, however, that the plastic 
coating used on the bool<' s color illus
trations does not take the wax, and so 
periodically along the chain fragments 
of identifiable masterpieces by the lil<es 
of Matisse, Franz Hals, and Titian pop 
out with bright, unwaxed clarity. But 
since the 1966 Janson text is the edition 
famously devoid of women artists, with 
not one woman artist mentioned from 
Lascaux to Pop, no paintings or names of 
women artists will appear anywhere along 
Ridgway's chain. When she installs Party 
Line in Austin she plans to let it hang 
along a thirty-five foot wall and then pile 
onto the floor. In the confines of her 
studio, it is mostly the pile on the floor. 

I am having some problems with 
Party Line. It seems not only atypical of 
Ridgway's worl< but seriously out of blter 
with it. Also in the studio are bronze 
sculptures cast from dried roses, juniper 
leaves, or a very sexual flower that appears 
to have collapsed from the wall onto the 
floor. In contrast to these sensuous and 
private works, Party Line strikes me as 
too discursive and almost programmatic 
in its content and intentions. But just as 
I am trying to decide how to voice my 
problems, Ridgway comes out with this, 
"Art should be problematic. You lmow 
what I'm saying? I'm not interested in 
doing the same thing over and over again." 

Linda Ridgway, in the gentlest man
ner possible and quite unintentionally, 
has just put me in my place. She has 
reminded me that whatever my "problems" 

may be with this particular worl<, they are 
the problems of a writer and a critic. As 
ari artist she is too busy mal<ing the worl., 
(exploring her interests, passions and 
concerns) to be bothered by my l<ind of 
questions about how this ties into that or 
whether any single piece may not fit with 
any other. A minute later she says some
thing to the effect that she is interested 
in only asbng those questions she doesn't 
know the answer to. My job, I am think
ing, is really just to keep up, and one of 

Ridgway's finest attributes as an artist 
is how difficult she makes that job. 

Actually there are many ways to 
relate Party Line to Linda Ridgway's more 
familiar types of projects, and performing 
that tying together of all the worl< can 
lead to a fuller appreciation of the com
plexity of what she is up to. All of the 
what we unsatisfactorily refer to as the 
"formal concerns" found in Ridgway's 
bronze worl<s are here in Party Line, 
but as always these issues of line and 
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composition are completely fused with 
the emotional and intellectual import 
of the work. And although she is worl.~ing 
simply with J?aper and wax, Party Line 
expresses Ridgway's ongoing interest in 
facing technical challenges that many an 
artist would find daunting. 

Party Line is first and foremost 
a line, the compositional element that 
Ridgway has explored with unfaJing cre
ativity for most of her career. Line is an 
element of drawing that she has taken into 
sculpture with results that range from the 
sensuous to the humorous. Her bronze 
lines, mounted on the wall and freed in 
most instances from any representational 
chores, express themselves through their 
rigidity or illusory softness, their tendency 
to droop onto the floor or to arch improb
ably away from the wall. They suggest 
emotional states that range from defiance 
to extreme vulnerability. A work in this 
exhibition consists of wire-thin lengths of 
bronze only a couyle of feet long, delicately 
joined into a single, lattice-like structure. 
Stranded on the wall and titled Self
conscious, this simple abstraction becomes 
a humorous and touching image of the 
wallflower at a dance, or more seriously, 
an agoraphobe exposed in a public space. 

She has also used lines as a means 
of ordering disparate elements, creating 
works where a simple row of cast, found, 
and sculpted objects provide the viewer 
with a range of images for contemplation 
and visual enjoyment. Party Line, with its 
myriad details of print and image, is per
haps most closely related to that sort of 
project, but as it swoops along the wall 
and as I watch Ridgway adjust it so that 
its shadow is most to her liking, I can't 
help but see it as the latest variation on 
the many lines that have gone before. And 
if her other worl< seems more personal in 
many ways, you should lmow that the 
1966 Janson text is the edition Ridgway 
studied in art school. In its way, Party 
Line is as autobiographical as the bronze 
line cast from dried roses titled Portrait, 
a work Ridgway created to measure her 
height on the year of her fiftieth birthday. 

As straightforward as Party Line 
appears to be, and with its relation to 

child's play so apparent, it has yosed in 
its way as many technical challenges as 
Ridgway faces when worbng with bronze 
or other metals. But Ridgway relishes 
these challenges. Worl<ing originally as 
a printmal<er and later in bronze has 
famJiarized her with the need of consult
ing experts. In fact it was when she 
became one of those exyerts herself in 
the print shop that she lost interest and 
turned to sculpture. Collaborating with 
master bronze worker Harry Geffert in 
his foundry south of Fort Worth, she has 
experimented with casting objects as 
diverse as paper, grapes, and balls of twine. 
The marvel of many of her collaborations 
with Geffert lies in what would seem to be 
their abJity between them to cast air itself, 
but it is the delight she takes in these 
projects and the often startling results 
she gets that keeps them from ever becom
ing mere exercises in technical exyertise. 

Knowing that her mammoth paper 
chain would be impractically delicate, 
she decided to dip it in wax, a substance 
she has some familiarity with through 
her bronze worl<. She found a wax used 
in casting that would infuse the J>a.J?er 
rather than merely coat it, but still when 
she brought the short lengths of chain out 
of the boiling substance, their surfaces 
were globby and opaque. And so she has, 
in addition to cutting, pasting and dipping 
the linl<s, meticulously reheated each one, 
melting away the excess wax until the 
paper had the translucency she desired. 
I personally find such labor-intensiveness 
mind boggling, but it is typical of the 
patience and care that goes into all of 
Ridgway's worl<, qualities that manifest 
themselves in the elegance and serenity 
that characterize the finished products. 

But while we admire her work for 
such qualities as elegance and serenity, 
we should not lose touch with the fact 
that Ridgway is constantly in the process 
of destroying things to make others. The 
1966 Janson text she "grew up with" as 
an artist has now been cut to ribbons 
and its new form both commemorates 
and obliterates the original. Whatever 
she casts in bronze is incinerated in the 
process. She never mal<es a mold and 

has not produced an editioned work. The 
roses she saved over the years found their 
final purpose in the mal<ing of Portrait 
and now they are gone. They were fragJe 
and destined to turn to powder, and what 
Ridgway has done to them mal<es them 
lil<ely to last for centuries, but there is 
an inherent violence in the act. Things 
are burned and melted away at unimagin
able temperatures so that this new state 
can be achieved. 

For Ridgway, the unpredictabJity of 
bronze is one of its greatest attractions. 
She wants a sense of its once fluid state 
to survive in her sculpture. As she tells 
me this in the studio, I am examining 
Vale, a sort of hat made of juniper leaves, 
closely fitted to the slmll but flowing 
down the back of the head. It has a Pre
Raphaelite extravagance about it, but 
also suggests, especially in its bronze 
state, a sense of constraint. Lool<ing at 
it closely I can see where the casting 
process has fused the leaves. They remain 
unmistakably what they are, but they 
are strangely globular, swollen and almost 
tender in appearance. They appear to 
have been about to burst the moment 
before the bronze captured them. 

There are frequent failures among 
Ridgway's bronze projects, substances 
that won't cast or that when cast will 
not hold together in the form she wants. 
But that comes with the territory of how 
she has chosen to worl<. Loobng around 
the studio, at long chains of waxed paper, 
cast roses and juniper leaves, vines and 
flowers obviously waiting to be incorp
orated into new projects, I see the forward 
movement of Ridgway's work for which 
the casting process is the perfect image. 
She wJl take her material, substances she 
has come to know over the years or for 
which she has developed a recent fasci
nation, worl< with it and then put it to 
the test. Whatever the result, whether a 
success or a failure, she will be ready to 
move on and ask another question she 
doesn't know the answer to. 

Charles Dee Mitchell, 1998 
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